Ostrom Workshop Mini-Conference – December 16, 2019
in the Tocqueville Room at the Ostrom Workshop, 513 N. Park Ave.
9:00am – 3:00pm
Coffee available starting at 8:45am

AGENDA

9:00am  “Institutional Approach to Environmental Emission Standards”
          --paper by Zheng Zhou
          --presented by Nikos Zirogiannis

9:30am  “Analyzing Mandatory Environmental Information Disclosure Policy in an
         Institutional Analysis and Development Framework”
          --paper by Ian Li
          --presented by Angie Raymond

10:00am  “Cultural Heritage Management in Oaxaca: Public Archaeology, Commons,
          Cultural Governance and Ethical Issues”
          --paper by Jorge Rios Allier
          --presented by Stacie M. King

10:30am  “Crafting Educational Network Governance of The Early Childhood
          Development in Thai Local Government: An Institutional Perspective”
          --paper by Phrueksaphong Visuthduangdusdee
          --presented by Min Ren

11:00am  “Understanding Land Driven Development in China: Institutions and
          Socioeconomic Consequences”
          --paper by Lu Zhou
          --presented by Michael McGinnis

11:30am  Lunch (provided) – opportunity for conversations about morning papers

12:15pm  “Ecological and Evolutionary Outcomes of a Changing Chemical Landscape:
          Effects of Pollution on Wild Primates in Protected Areas”
          --paper by Tessa Steiniche
          --presented by Vicky Meretsky

12:45pm  “Closing Space or Changing Space? The Legal Institutions Governing the
          State-Civil Society Relationship”
          --paper by Anthony DeMattee
          --presented by Daniel H. Cole

1:15pm  “Institutional Barriers and Transformations in Nature-Based Climate
         Adaptation in Guangzhou, China”
          --paper by Jieling Liu
          --presented by Giri Ramasubramian
1:45pm  “The Mechanisms of Local Governance in Emerging Democracies: A Case Study of Tunisia”
--paper by Salih Yasun
--presented by Ruta Spiewak

2:15pm  Refreshments and opportunity for conversations about afternoon papers

3:00pm  Adjourn